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Descriptive Inventory

**FA 1251  FARMER, Lynn E., et al.**


1972.253.1

**BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD**

FA

FARMER, Lynn, et al. 1964-1969

1251

Small collection titled “Irish Tales” in which students gathered assorted jokes, proverbs, and anecdotes relating to Irish culture. Paper includes list of collectors and informants.

1 folder. 2 items. Typescript.

1972.253.1

**SUBJECT ANALYTICS**

Anecdotes
Barrett, Clayton (Informant)
Blankenship, Hezzie (Informant)
Collins, Emily (Informant)
Ethnic jokes
Farmer, John Wesley, 1925-2003 (Informant)
Farmer, Lynn (Interviewer)
Harbison, G. H. (Informant)
Harbison, Kay (Interviewer)
Hensley, Paul (Interviewer)
Ireland – Relating to
Phillips, Barbara (Interviewer)
Proverbs
Seaborne, Gary (Interviewer)
Seaborne, Marion (Informant)
White, Bobby (Informant)
White, Shirley (Interviewer)
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